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TO: LEARNING CENTER DIRECTORS AND ABE TEACHERS 
FROM: APPALACHIAN ADULT EDUCATION CENTER 
SUBJECT: KET/GED LEARNING SKILLS PACKETS 
The Appalachian Adult Education Center is devel oping a set of l earning 
skill s packets to be used with Kentucky Educat ional Television's GED series 
and the Study Guides accompanying the series . The purpose of the skills 
packet is to help adult l earners use the programs and guides easily and 
effectively . The AAEC requests your help in testing and impro1i ng this set 
of l earning ski lls packets . 
There are three separate packets, bound here for your convenience : 
English Grarmiar--green cover 
Mathematics--yel low cover 
Reading--blue cover 
Some students may need only one packet; others may need al l three, 
depending on their TABE scores and your best judgment. 
Each packet has the following sections along with directions for how to 
use each section. 
l . Anal ysis of the TABE. Thi s section is an item analysis of the TABE, 
listing the specific ski ll covered in each question, and the number of the 
program,and pages jn the study guide that deal with that skill. After 
administering t he TABE, you should help the student circle the numbers of 
the TABE questions he or she missed, to identify skills that need more work. 
2 . Summaries of the Tel evision Programs. The summaries of the 
television programs for each packet tell what ski lls are covered in t hat 
program, and in what order , and point out the skil l s covered i n the 
study guide which are not covered in the program. The summa ries al so 
suggest some areas in each program which may call for extra attention. 
3. Glossary. Each section incl udes an alphabetical l ist of terms 
and their definitions compiled from the study guides . (The Reading 
packet i ncludes reading comprehens ion, social studies , and literature 
glossari es ; a science gl ossary is compiled in the study guide . At this 
t ime we are not sure if it is necessary for the student to know the 
terms included in these glossaries, or if the GED tests only the reading 
skills . Perhaps you can provide us with some information on this point.) 
4. Index to the Study Guide. Each section also conta ins an index 
to the st~dy guide , consisting of a listing of skills covered in the 
guides , with the study guide page numbers and program numbers that cover 
that skill. 
5. An Eval uation Form. At the end of each packet is an evaluation 
form. We are aski ng each student to fil l out t he form and return it to you. 
We wi l l collect the forms from you , al ong with your suggestions fo r how 
we could improve the l earning skill s packets . 
Thank you fo r your help. 
Appalachian Adult Education Center-
KET/GED Learning Skills Packet 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
This English Granmar packet is meant to help you get the most out 
of the GED television programs in English grarrmar and your English Grarrmar 
Study Guide. 
The packet has four parts: 
(1) an analysis of the TABE test, to help you learn from the 
mistakes you made on the TABE--page 2. 
(2) surrrnaries of the English grarrrr~r television programs that tell 
you what is in each program--page 9. 
(3) a glossary of English grarrmar terms you need to know--page 14. 
(4) an index to the English grarrmar study guide, to help you find 
what you are looking for in the guide--page 18. 
Directions for using each part are given on the first page of that part. 
At the end of the packet is a one-page evaluation fonn we would like 
you to fill out and return to your teacher to help us i~rove this learning 
packet. 
ANALYSIS OF THE TABE TEST 
The following pages are an ana lysi s of the TABE test to help you learn 
from the mistakes you made on that test. 
When your test has been graded , you or your teacher should circle 
in the left column the number of each question that you missed. 
The second column, "Specific Skill," tells what ski l l you need to 
work on because you missed that question on the TABE. 
The t~ird column , "Study Guide Program, " gives the number of the 
program in the study guide which wi ll give you more help with this skill. 
(This is also the number of the television program.) 
The fourth column, "Study Guide Pages,• tells which pages in your 
English Grarrmar Study Gui de cover the skill you need to study. 
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Reading 
ANALYSIS OF THE TABE TEST 
TABE STUDY GU JOE STUDY GUI DE 
QUESTION SPECIFIC SKILL PROGRAM PAGE 
opening words (capitals) 7 l 06, l 09, 11 0 
exercises 114-1 20 
2 personal names and titles (capitals) 7 l 06 , l 09 , 11 0 
exercises 114-120 
3 initials (capital s) 7 106,109 ,110 
exerci ses 114-120 
4 sentence fragments 8 121 
5 personal names and titles (capitals) 7 l 06 , l 09 , 11 0 
exercises 114-120 
6 personal names and titles (capitals) 7 l 06 , l 09 , 11 0 
exercises 114-120 
7 personal names and titles (capitals) 7 l 06 , l 09 , 110 
exercises 114-120 
8 personal names and titles (capitals) 7 l 06 , l 09 , 110 
exercises . 114-120 
9 organizations (capi tals ) 7 l 06 , l 09 , 110 
exercises 114-120 
10 capitalization 7 105,106 
capitalization rul es 7 109,110 
exercises 114-120 
11 opening words (capitals) 7 l 06 , l 09 , 11 0 
exercises 114-120 
12 calendar (capitals) 7 106,109,110 
exercises 114-120 
13 opening words (capitals) 7 106, 10'.3, 110 
114-120 
14 capitalization 7 l 06, 109 , 110 
15 famous events(capitals) 7 106 , l 09 , 11 0 
exercises 114-120 
16 geographic terms (capitals ) 7 l 06 , 109 , 11 0 
exercises 114-120 
17 geographic terms (capitals) 7 106,109,110 
114-120 
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STUDY GUIDE STUDY GUIDE 
SPECIFIC SK ILL PROGRAM PAGE -----
opening words (capitals) 7 106,109,110 
exercises 112-120 
capitalization 7 105,106,109,110 
exercises 114-120 
capitali zation 7 105,106,109,110, 
exercises 114-120 
geographic terr.is (capitals) 7 106,109,110 
exercises 114-120 
geographic tenns (capitals) 7 106,109,110 
exercises 114-120 
personal names and titles (capi tal s) 7 106,109,110 
exercises 114-120 
geographic terms (capitals) 7 106,109 .110 
exercises 114-120 
calendar (capitals) 7 106,109,110 
exerci ses 114-120 
personal names and titles (capitals) 7 106,109,110 
exercises 114-120 
opening words (capitals) 7 106,109,110 
exercises 114-120 
opening words (capital s) 7 106 ,109,110 
exercises 114-120 
capitalization 7 106 ,109,1 10 
exercises 114-120 
opening words (capitals) 7 106 ,109,110 
exerci ses 114-120 
corrma separating dates and addresses 7 113 
conma separating salutations in a 
f r iendly letter 7 11 3 
contractions 7 105-120 
contractions 8 121-133 
using the apostrophe 8 123 
punctuation 7 105-120 
punct uation 8 121-133 
question mark 7 107,111 
conma separating words i n a series 7 112 
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TABE STUDY GUIDE STUDY GUIDE 
QUESTION SPECIFIC SKILL PROGRAM PAGE 
38 coITmas separating introductory words 
and exclamations 7 112 
39 contractions 3 52 
contractions 8 121 
40 coITma separating words, phrases or 
clauses in apposition 7 113 
41 quotation marks 7 111,112 
quotation marks 8 122 
42 coJT111a separating transitional words 
in a sentence 7 113 
43 question mark 7 107,111 
44 punctuation 7 105-120 
punctuation 8 121-133 
45 question mark 7 107,111 
46 using the apostrophe 8 123 
47 coITma sepa_rating a direct quotation 7 112 
48 conma separating quotations 7 112 
49 ouotationmarks 7 111,112 
quotation marks 8 122 
50 quo tat ion marks 7 111 , 112 
quotation marks 8 122 
51 coITmas separating introductory 
words and exclamations 7 113 
52 question mark 7 107,111 
53 coITmas separating introductory 
words and exclamations 7 113 
54 corrrnas separating closing of a 
friendly and business letter 7 113 
55 punctuation 7 105-120 
56 
57 
punctuation 8 121-133 








































per fect tense 
perfect t ense 
adjectives and adverbs 
degree of comparisons 











pri ncipal parts of i rregul ar verbs 
adjectives 
adjectives 
subj ecti ve case pronoun 
subject-verb agreement 
subject-verb agreement 
conj unct ions 
conjunct ions 
conjunctions 
objective case pronouns 
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Review 9, 10 
5 79 








5 79 ,83,84 
5 79-92 
Revi ew 8,9, 10 ,20 
1 23,24,29-33 
2 39 ,48 
5 79,80,83-91 
6 92 
7 104, 107 ,108, i 11 , 
8 
112 , 11 3 , 116 -120 
121-123,127,133 
5 79,83,84,85 









TABE STUDY GUIDE STUDY GUIDE 
QUESTION SPECIFIC SK ILL PROGRAM PAGE 
76 principal parts of some irregular verbs 5 79,83-85 
77 pri nci pal parts of some irregular verbs 5 79,83-85 
78 adjectives Review 21 ,22 
adjectives 6 92 
79 subject-verb agreement 1 2~-33 
subject-verb agreement 2 32-44 
80 pronouns 2 35 
pronouns 3 49 
exercises 4 63,64,69-78 
pronouns Review 4-6 
pronouns l 29 
exercises 3 49,55-61 
81 principal parts of some irregular verbs 5 79,83-85 
82 subject-verb agreement 2 35 
83 subjective case pronoun 3 49,50 
84 nouns Review 3,4,7,17,18,21,22 
nouns l 23,27,28 
nouns 4 63 
nouns 7 104 
85 degree of comparisons 6 96,97 
86 possessive pronouns 3 49,51 ,52 
87 principal parts of irregular verbs 5 79,83-85 
88 sentences 1 23,24 
sentence structure Review 16,18,19 
sentence fragments 8 121 
89 sentences 1 23,24 
sentence structure Review 16,18,19 
sentence fragments 8 121 
90 sentences 23,24 
sentence structure Review 16,18,19 
sentence fragments 8 121 
91 sentences 23 ,24 
sentence structure Review 16,18,19 
sentence fragments 8 121 
92 sentences 1 23,24 
sentence structure Review 16, 18, 19 
sentence fragments 8 121 
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TABE STUDY GUI DE STUDY GUIDE 
QUESTION SPECIFIC SK ILL PROGRAM PAGE 
93 sentences 1 23,24 
sentence structure Review 16,18,19 
sentence fragments 8 121 
94 sentences 23,24 
sentence structure Review 16,18,19 
sentence fra gments 8 121 
95 sentence 1 23,24 
sentence structure Review 16 , 18, 19 
sentence fragments 8 121 
96 sentences 1 23,24 
sentence structure Review 16,18,19 
sentence fragments 8 121 
97 sentences Review, 1 16,18,19,23 ,24 
98 sentences Review, 1 16,18,19 ,23,24 
99 sentences Review,1 16,18,19,23,24 
100 -129 Spelling 9 134-156 
100, 101 , 102 ,1 03 ,104 ,105,106,107, 
108,109,1 10, 111 , 112 , 11 3, 114,115, 
116, 117,118 ,11 9,1 20, 121 , 122 , 123 , 
124,1 25,126 ,127,128,129 
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English Gramna.r 
SUl1MARIES OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
This part surrvnarizes what is in each English Grarrvnar television 
program. Each sunmary tells, in order, what skills are covered in that 
program. It then tells what skills are covered in the study guide for 
that program, but are not covered in the program itself (if any). The 
summaries also give other c011111ents about the programs which may help you 
in getting ready to watch the program and in reviewing. 
~Programs 7 and 8 are not available at this time. 
g 
English Gl'Gl717W' 
SUMMARIES OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
GRAMMAR I SUBJECT-VERB AGREEME!IT 
The taped program covers the following learning skills in this 
order: background to language, agreement of subject/verb in nw:iber, present 
tense with pronouns, present tense with singular noun, conjugating 'I am', 
plurals of nouns, nouns with 'and' and a plural verb, neither, nor; either 
or, not only, but also, review, practice exercises. 
The following additional skills are covered in the program guide but 
not on the tape: declarative sentence , interrogative sentence, imperative 
sentence, exclamatory sentence, cases of pronouns. 
There is little introduction given to pronouns. Perhaps additional 
study would help. The word 'person ' is used f requently with no real 
explanation of its sphere of reference. Additional study on the meaning 
of singular and plural would help in unders t anding this program. 
GRAMMAR II StraJECT-VERB AGREEME!IT 
The taped program covers the following learning skills in this order : 
how to determine if the subject is singular or plural, collective nouns, 
amount words, indefinite pr onouns, problems with ' some ' as the subject, 
t he r e, here, where, dependent clauses, everyone and everybody with singular 
. verb , r eview, and practice exercises. 
The following additional skills are covered in the program guide but 
not on the tape: subordinating conjunctions. 
The use of pronouns i s important in this pr ogram. 
neces sary. Clauses are introduced and explained rather 
' inverted sentence' is used on the tape. Subordinating 
ment ioned on t he tape. 
GRAMIIAR Il l PRONOUNS 
Additional s t udy i s 
briefly. The term 
conjuncti ons are not 
The taped program cover a t he foll owing learning sit.ills i n this order : 
definiti on of pronoun, it, they, them, listing o f pronouns , to be vith the 
s ubje ct ive case , compari aona , prepositions--objective case, indirect obj ect , 
possess ive pr onouns, cont r actions, it , i t s , completing coapsriaona for 
•1r1ement , review, prac t ic• exercises , but and lik.e--obj ective ca•• • 
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Much material is covered in this tape and may require more preparation. 
Prepositions are introduced very quickly. 
GRAMMAR IV PRO~OUNS 
The taped program covers the following learning skills in this order: 
pronoun and antecedent, agreement in number, collective nouns and pronoun 
agreement, either, or; neither, nor; indefinite pronouns, we and us, these, 
them, those, reversible pronouns, who, whom--linking ideas, ~<hoever, review, 
practice exercise. 
Perhaps additional explanation of direct and indirect objects would be 
helpful. Compound antecedents are not explained in much detail. Be sure to 
do practice exercise in advance as it is long and complicated. 
GRAMMAR V VERBS 
Taped program covers the following learning skills in this order: 
using verbs, present and past tense, action verbs, 'to be' verbs, conjugating 
'I am', participle, helping verbs, past tense, irregular verbs, active and 
passive voice, review, practice exercises. 
The following additional skills are covered in the guide but not on 
the tape: future perfect tense. 
Present and past participles are introduced very quickly. More material 
is covered than in previous programs. Careful preparation is necessary. Be 
sure to do practice exercise in advance. 
GRAMMAR Vt ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS 
The taped program covers the following learning skills in this order: 
introduction to adjectives and adverbs , modifiers defined, adjectives and 
adverbs defined, verbs as linking words, bad and good as adjectives, badly 
and well as adverbs, adverbs not ending in 'ly', contractions, double 
negatives , adjectives and adverbs compared, more and most, irregular com-
parisons, review, practice exercise. 
The following additional skills are covered in the guide but not on 
the tape: positive, comparative , and superlative (terms not used), farther 
and further, adjectives not compared. 
Per haps additional study on adjectives not compared would be helpful . 
Be sure to do practice exercise in advance . 
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GRAMMAR VII 
GRAMMAR VII I 
GRAMMAR lX SPELLrNG 
The taped program covers the following learning skills in this order: 
changing y t o i and adding suffix, I before E and exceptions, the 'seed' 
1ound, dropping the finale, words ending in a vowel and suffixes, words 
ending in two consonant s and endings, words ending in ey, spelling of plural 
words, review, practice exercise. 
This program progresses very rapidly . Be sure the student is very 
familiar with the rules before viewing. 
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GRAMMAR X MISCELLANEOUS USAGE PROBLEMS 
The taped program covers the following learning skills in this order: 
modifiers, verb and complement, main idea, infinitives, 'to be' verbs, 




Tne nE,xt p~rt i~ th~ li st c,: ~r;1·c'1 c.r3-ar ter:cs ~;hi~h yJ:; shc.l d 
Imm·,. The ~:ords ar(• listed in the? left coLnr in alr,habi?tical order. 
The nur,.ber in pc:rc,n!.l1Eses after ec,ch ~:ord is the p.!;J!: 'iu:tler ori 1·:!'·ic'- tr.at 
word appears ir. tit~ E.nglish Grarmar Stuof Guide . :-~,e defi:-it icn c" ~•= 
word i s in the- riglit colurr.n. 
To test yourself on the meanings of ti1e worcs , cover the right 
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ENG LI SH GRAMMAR GLOSSARY 
WORD/PAGE DEFINITION 
active and passi ve voice (79) verb forn~ which show whether t he subject 
is acting or is receiving the action 
expressed by the verb 
adjec ti ve (15) 
adverb (15) 
amount words (34) 
antecedent (62) 
clause (35) 
collective nouns (34) 
coITTTia s pl i ce ( 121 ) 
colllOOn noun (105) 
complement (157) 
conjunction (15 ) 




helping verbs (79) 
(23) 
(24) 
111l)erative sentence (24) 
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a word that modifies a noun or pronoun 
a word that modifies a verb, adjective-
or other adverb 
words that refer to quantities of time, 
measurement, and money 
the specifi c noun or nouns to whi ch a 
pronoun refers 
a group of words that contains a verb and 
its subject and is used as part of a 
sentence 
words that refer to a group of people or 
objects but are singular in form 
where two independent clauses which should 
be joined by a semicolon or conjunction are 
joined by a coITTTia 
a noun which names any one of a class of 
persons, places, or things 
the word or words that complete the action 
of a verb, or after a linking verb, the 
word or words that describe the subject 
a word that joins words or groups of 1~ords 
the use of an apostrophe to indicate the 
omission of one or more letters in a word 
a sentence which makes a statement 
a sentence which expresses strong feeling 
or sudden erootion 
sex; she is feminine gender, he is 
masculine gender and i!_ is neuter 
a verb that helps the principal verb form 
a phrase 
a sentence which gives a command or makes 
a request 
WORD/PAGE 
indefinite pronouns (34) 
infinitives (158) 
interjection (15) 
interrogative sentence (24) 
irregular verbs (79) 
linking verbs (92) 
roodifi er (92) 
noun (15) 
nU!lber (62) 
objective case pronouns (49) 
parallelism (157)-
plural (24) 
possessive case pronouns (49) 
preposition (15) 
present tense (24) 
pronoun (15) 
proper noun (105) 
regular verb (79) 
reversible pronoun (62) 
DEFINirlON 
words of indefiniteness which function as 
pronouns, such as some, all, none, everybody 
a verb form, usually preceded by to, that 
is used as a noun, adjective or adverb 
an excla~~tory word that expresses erootion 
a sentence which asks a question 
a verb that does not form its past tense 
and past participle by adding -d or -ed 
to the prtsent tense form 
a verb that connects the subject with a noun 
or adjective complement in the predicate 
a word, phrase, or cl,o~e that describes 
or alters tile mec1ni ng of another ,. r, rd 
a word that names a person , place, or thing 
singular or plural 
a pronoun which is Jsed as the object of 
a prepositi on or verb 
expressing ideas in the same granmatical form 
roore than one 
a pronoun whi ch is used as the object of a 
preposition or verb 
a word that shows the relationship of 
a noun or a pronoun to some other word in 
the sentence 
a verb form used to denote present ti me , 
habitual action, and ideas generally 
accepted as true 
a word used in place of a noun 
a noun which names a particular· person, 
place or thing 
a verb that forms its past tense and past 
participle by adding -d or -ed to the 
present fonn 
pronouns which turn the action of th~ verb , 




run-on sentences (122) 
sentence (23) 
sentence fragment (121) 
singular (24) 
subjective case pronoun (49) 




two or more independent statements that 
are run together without any mark of 
punctuation or any connecting word 
a group of words that express a complete 
thought 
an incomplete group of words punctuated as 
if it were a sentence 
one of something 
a pronoun which is used as the subject of 
a sentence 
the time of a verb's action as expressed in 
the form of the verb 
a word that expresses actior. or being 
EngZish Grarrna:r 
INDEX TO STUDY GUIDE 
This part is an index to the Engish Granmar Study Guide, to help 
you find what you are looking for in the guide . 
The left column lists the skills covered in the guide in alphabetical 
order. Some of the skills are divided into sub-skill s . 
The second column, "Guide Page," shows the page or pages in the 
study guide which cover that skill. 
The third co1umn, "Guide Program," shows the number of the program 
in the study guide which covers that skill. This is also the number 
of the television program which covers this skill. 
An "R" in the third column refers to the Review Section in t he 
English Grarrmar Study Guide. 
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SPECIFIC SKILL 
r,'ng l i.ah Gl"amn.U' 





ADJECTIVES .. .... ... ....... . .... , . , . 92 i 
clauses ....... . ........... ... .. . 21, 22 R 
comparing ...... .. . .... . ...... . .. 93 6 
degree o f compari son ....... . .. . . 96,97 6 
exerc i ses ....................... 99-104 6 
irregular compari sons ........ . . . 97,98 6 
participles .. ............ .. ..... 20 R 
predicate adjective ...... . .. .. .. 18 R 
thi s , that, these , those ........ 66 4 
ADVERBS . .. ... .. . .................. . 11,92 R,6 
clauses ...... . . . . ............ . .. 2 ,22 R 
comparison ...... .. .............. 93 6 
degree of comparison ......... . . . 96,97 6 
exercises .................... ... 99-104 6 
irregular comparison .. , ......... 98 6 
AGREEMENT 
of s ubjec t and verb ..... . ....... 23-49 1,2 
of p r onoun & antecedent ........... . 62 4 
of pronoun .................. . .. . 69- 78 4 
ANTECEDE~T ......... • .....•...•..... 4 R 
ARTICLES .. .................. . ...... 7 R 
CAPITALIZATION ........ ............. 105 ,109, 7 
110 
exercises . ......... .. ... ... . .... 114-120 7 
CASE ... .. ... . . ..... .. . ......... . .. . 29 1 
"R repl'E1Benta the Re-tJWlJ section i n the beginning of the etudy guide. 
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CLAUSE 35 2 
dependent ....... ... ..... . ...... -21 R 
independent ....... . ......... : .. 20,21 R 
noun, adjective, adverh .... . ... 21, 22 R 
subordinate ........ . .......... . -14 R 
COLLECTIVE ,NOUNS ................. . 34 2 
63 4 
COMMAS ........ . .................. . .108, 112, 7 
113 
COMMON NOUNS ......... .. ........... 3 R 
COMPARISON, DEGREES OF 
adjectives ._ .... ..... ..... ... .. . 96, 97 6 
adverbs ...... . . .. ........ . .... . 96 , 97 6 
COMPLEM:f;NTS . ......... • . ••••... . ..• 18 R 
157 10 
COMPOUND 
compound antecedent ............ 63 4 
compound subject ....• •.•.... ... 1 7 R 
compound nouns .........•.... . . . 17 R 
CONJUNCTIONS .... . . .• ...• . • . •. .. ..• 13 R 
like, as . . .. . . ... .. ..... .. ..... . 165 10 
subordinating ..... . ... . .. ..... . 38 2 
CONTRACTIONS . .. ........•.........• 52 3 
121 8 
20 





DECLARATIVE SENTENCE ....... . ...... . 23 1 
DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS ............. 5 R 
DEPENDENT CLAUSE ... ........ . ....... 21 R 
DIRECT OBJECTS .. ... ........... ..... 17 , 18 R 
DOUBLE NEGATIVES .... . ......... ... .. 93 6 
EXCLAMATION MARK ......... . .. ....... 108,111, 8 
112 
EXCLAMATORY SENTENCE . ... . ..... . .. .. 24 1 
EXPLETIVES ........... .... ...... .. .. 19 R 
FUTURE TENSE ....... . ............... 79 ,80 5 
GENDER .... .. ...... . .... . ...... . .... 62 4 
GERUND 
nouns .............. . ......... .. . 4 , 20 R 
verbs ......... . ....... .. .... ... . 20 R 








lllPERATIVE SENTENCE ............... 24 1 
INDEFINITE PRONOUNS ........ . . . .. . .. 6 R 
35 2 
64 4 
INDEPENDE.~T CLAUSE ................ 20,21 R 
INDIRECT OBJECT ................... . 8, 17 R 
INFINITIVES ........................ 20 R 
158 10 
INTERJECTIONS . ..................... 14 R 
INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS . ..... . ...... 5 R 
INTERROGATIVE SENTENCE ............. 24 1 
LINKING IDEAS .... . . . . .............. 66 4 
MODIFIERS ................... . . .. . .. 92 6 
158 10 
NEGATIVES .. .... . ... ....... .. . ..... . 93 6 
,, 





NOUNS .... .. ........... .. ..... . ..... 3,22 R 
and predicate ..... . . . ........... 17 R 
as adjectives ................ . . . 7 R 
clauses .......... . .............. 21,22 R 
collective ...................... 34 2 
63 4 
common . ........ ... .. . ........... 3, 104 R, 6 
compound .......... . ............. 3,4 R 
gerund .......... . .............. . 4 , 20 R 
plural of ........... . ........... 27 ,28 1 
predicate no uns ................. 18 R 
proper nouns ....... ... .. -: ...... 3 R 
104 7 
NUMBER ...... .. ......... .. .. . . . ..... 63 4 
OBJECTS 
direct ............ . ............. 17, 18 R 
indirect ...... . ... .. ............ 8,17 R 
OBJECTIVE CASE . ...... ..... ..... ... . 49 , 51 3 
PARALLELISM ......... . .............. 157 10 
PARTICIPLES 
adjectives .... .. .. . .•... . .. ..... 20 R 
verbs . . ... . ........ . .. ... .... .. 20 R 
PERFECT TENSE ................. .... . 24 1 









prepositions ........ . ........... 13 R 
verbs .... ............. .... ...... 9,20 R 
PREPOSITIO~S ........... . ........... 12 R 
phrases ...... . . . ...... . ........ 13 R 
1 ike , as ....... . ................ 165 10 
PLURALS ...... . ....... .. ... . .. .. .... 27 ,28 1 
135 9 
POSSESSIVE CASE . ..... .. ....... . .... 49,51, 3 
52 
PREDICATE 
a d jectives ..... . ....... ... .. .. . 18 R 
nouns . .. .............. . ...... ... 18 R 
PRESENT TENSE 
verbs ... ... ... ... . . . . . ... . ...... 24 1 
PRONOUNS .... . ... . .... .. . .. .... ... .. 49 3 
agreeme nt of p r o noun ·a nd : 
an tecedent ... .... ... . . .. ... . . 4 R 
antecedent s ...... ... .. . . .. .... .. 4 R 
case of pro nouns ......... . .. .... 29 1 
compound antecedents .... .. . . . . .. 63 4 
demonstrative ..... . ............. 5 R 
exercises ..................... . . 55-61 3 
69-78 4 
indefinite .. . .. . . . ... . . ... ... . . 6 R 
64 4 
35 2 
interrogative .. . . . . ..... ....... . 5 R 
objective case ....... .... . ..... 49,51 3 








possessive .......... .. .......... 49,51, 3 
52 
reflexive .................. ..... 5 R 
relative ........................ 5 R 
reversible ...... . .. .. .......... 62,66 4 
subjective case ................. 49 3 
this, that, these, those ...... .. 66 4 
·we and us .......... . ..... . . . .... 66 4 
who and whom . ...... ............ 66 4 
PROPER NOUNS ...................... 3 R 
104 7 
PUNCTUATION ...... . ................ . 104 7 
apostrophe ................... .. . 123 8 
colon .......... . ................ 122 8 
comma ........ .. ................ . 108,112, 7 
113 7 
121 8 
exclamation mark ............ . ... 108,111, i 
112 
exercises . ................ . ..... 116-120 7 
127-133 8 
period . . ....... . ............... 107, 111, 7 
112 
question mark ................... 107, 111 7 
quotation mark .... . .... . ........ 111,112 7 
122 8 
semi-colo n ...... . . . ............ 123 8 
QUESTION MARK ................. . .... 107,111 7 
QUOTATION MARK ......... . ... .. ...... 111,112 7 
122 8 







RELATIVE PRONOUNS .................. 5 R 
REVERSIBLE PRONOUNS ............ . .. 62,66 4 
RU~-ON SENTENCES ......... ... ....... 112 8 
SECONDARY SENTENCE STRUCTURE ...... . 19 R 
SENTENCES .......................... 23 1 
declarative .............. . . . . . .. 23 1 
exclamatory ... . ............ . . . .. 24 1 
fragment .... . ................... 121 8 
imperative ................ ..... . 24 1 
interrogative ................ ... 24 l 
run-on .......................... 112 8 
secondary structure . . ...... .. ... 19 R 
structure ........ . .............. 16, 17, 18 R 
SPELLING ... .... . .. ........ . .. . ..... 134 9 
adding s .......... .. . . .. ..... . .. 135 9 
dropping the finale .......... . 134,136 9 
doubling the final consonant .. .. 5,13,134 9 
exe rcises .. .... .......... ... .... 139-156 9 
I before E .......... . .......... . 134, 136 9 
Its ... it •s ...................... 166 
plurals . .... . . . ... .......... ... . 135 9 
seed sound ............... . ..... 136 9 
than . .. then ....... . ......... . ... 166 
their ... there ... they're ......... 166 
to . . . two . . . too ..... . ............ 166 
words ending in Y ......... .. .... 134,135 9 
your ... you're . . . ~ .. ............. 166 
SUBJECT 
(see sentence, verb) 







SUBJECTIVE CASE ...........•........ 49 3 
SUBORDINATE CLAUSES .............. .. 14 R 
SUBORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS .......... . 38 2 
TROUBLESO~!E WORDS .................. 166 
exercises ...................... 167,168,169 
"TO BE" VERBS .... . ............•.... 79 5 
158 10 
TENSE ............ ...... ............ 79 5 
VERBS .............................. 8 R 
23 1 
exercises ..... . ................. 29-33 1 
ex ere ises ....................... 39-48 2 
exercises ..... . ................. 86-91 5 
future tense .................... 79,80 5 
gerund ..... . ................. . ... 20 R 
helping verbs ................... 9,10 R 
79 5 
irregular ....................... 79, 83, 5 
84, 85 5 
linking verbs ................... 8. 9 R 
92 6 
participle ...................... 20 R 
perfect tense ................... 24 1 
phrases ......................... 9, 20 R 
present tense. . . . . . . ........... 24 1 
regular verbs ............... ... . 79 5 
subject-verb agreement .......... 29-33 1 
39-48 2 
tense .........•.••. .. ......... . . 79 5 
27 
GUIDE GUIDE 
SPECIFIC SKILL PAGE PROGRAM 
VERBS (continued) 
"to be" verbs 79 5 
158 10 
voice 79,80 5 
VOICE 79,80 5 
28 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR PACKET 
STUDE~T EVALUATIO~ 
TO THE STUDENT: This is an evaluation of the English Grammar 
Learning Skills Packet. We need your help in improving the 
packet" Will you please answer the questions below, and return 
this sheet to your teacher. Thank you for your help. 
1. Did you use the analysis of the TABE test? 
2. If you did use the analysis of the TABE test, 
did it help you find out the skills you 
needed to work on? 
3. Did you use the summaries of the television 
programs? 
4. If you did use the surranaries of the television 
programs, did they help you understand the 
programs better? 
5. Did you use the index to the study guide? 
6. If you did use the index to the study guide, 
did it help you find what you were looking 
for in the study guide? 
7. Did you use the glossary? 
8. If you did use the glossary, did it help 









9. What problems did you have in using or understanding the packet? 




Appalachian Adult Education Center 
KET/G ED Learning Skills Packet 
MA THE~IA TICS 
This Mathematics packet is meant to help yoo get the most out of the GED 
television programs in mathematics and your Mathematics Study Guide . 
The packet has four parts: 
(1) an analysis of the TABE test, to help you learn from the mistakes you 
made on the TABE--page 2. 
(2) summaries of the mathematics television programs that tell you what 
is in each program--page 11. 
(3) a glossary of mathematics terms you need to know--page 16. 
(4) an index to the Mathematics Study Guide, to help you find what you 
are looking for in the guide- page 23. 
Directions for using each part are given on the first page of that part. 
At the end of the packet is a one-page evaluation form we would like you 
to fill out and return to your teacher to help us improve this learning packet. 
I ---
Mathenritics 
ANALYSIS OF THE TABE TEST 
The following pages are an analysis of the TABE test to help you 
leam from the mistakes you made on that test. 
When your test has been graded, you or your teacher should circle 
in the left column the number of each question that you missed. 
The second column, "Specific Skill," tells what skill you need 
to work on because you missed that question on the TABE. 
The third column, "Study Guide Program," gives the nurrber of the 
program which you should watch for more help with this skill. 
The fourth column, "Study Guide Pages," tells which pages in your 






















ANALYSIS OF THE TABE TEST 
SPECIFIC SKILL 
knowing the meaning of numbers 
knowing the meaning of numbers 
knowing the meaning of numbers 
knowing t he meaning o f numbers 
knowing the meaning of numbers 
with fractions 
knowing the meaning of numbers 
with money 






recognizing number values 
(whole numbers) 
recognizing number values 
(fractions) 
recognizing number values 
(decimals) 
recognizing number values 
(fractions) 
recognizing number values 
(fractions, squaring) 






Test of Adul t Basic Education 
Where a specific skill is in more than one program, the greater 
emphasis i s i n the progr= underlined. 
represents pages where additional exercises can be fowid 
3 
TARE 











26 form 1 
form 2 
27 form 1 
fonn 2 
28 form 1 
fonn 2 
29 form 1 
form 2 
30 form l 
tona 2 
SPEC IFI C SK ILL 




find i ng t he number of whi ch a percent 
is gi ven 
degrees in a c ircle 
factors 
greates t COl!IIllOn divisor 
mathema tica l symbol s 




area of a triangle 
circumference of a circle 
diameter of a circle 
length of a rec tangle 
area of a parallelogram (rectangle) 
perimeter of a square 
area of a cube 
area of a circle 
hypotenuse of a right triangle 















72,73 , 77.78, 
af'!7e , 79 
92 , 99 , 100 , 101 , 





































positive and negative numbers 
positive and negative numbers 
positive and negative numbers 
positive and negative numbers 
positive and negative numbers 
solving a lgebraic equations 
factori ng algebraic expressions 
solving algebraic equations 
combining algebraic terms 
solving algebraic equations 
multiplying algebraic expressions 
solving algebraic equations 
factoring algebraic expressions 
solving algebraic equat ions 
combining algebraic terms 
working word problems 
multiplication of whole numbers 
subtraction of whole numbers 
working word problems 
subtraction of whole numbers 
division of whole numbers 
working word problems 
addition of whole numbers 
division o f whole numbers 
working word problems 
multiplicat i on of whole numbers 
working word problems 
multiplication of whole numbers 
working word problems 
line graph 






































SPECIF IC SKILL 
working word problems 
finding a number of which a percent 
is given 
working word problems 
volUllle of a rectangle 
working word problems 
simple interest 
working word problems 
finding a percentage one number is 
of another number 
working word problems 
finding a number of which a percent 
is given 
working word problems 
finding a percentage one number i s 
of· another number 
worki ng word probl ems 
area of a triangle 
working word problems 
finding a number of which a percent 
is given 
working word problems 
finding a number of which a percent 
is given 
addition of whole numbers 
addition of whole numbers 
addition of whole numbers 
addition of whole numbers 
addition of whol e numbers 





















92,99,100 , 101 ,ael0l 
40,45,ae45 
TABE STUDY GUIDE STUDY GUIDE QUESTI ON SPECIFIC SKI LL PROGRAM PAGE 
62 adding decimals 1,4 40,45, ae45 
63 adding fractions wi th like denominators .!.,2 ,5 5,ael0,11,14 
64 adding fractions with unlike 
denominator s .!., 2 , 5, 6 ,7,14, ae16 ,1 7 
65 adding mixed numbers (fractions) .!.,2,5 7,8,9,17,ael8,19 
66 adding mixed numbers ( fractions) .!.,2,5 7,8,9,17,ael8,19 
67 adding mixed numbers (fractions) .!., 2, 5, 7,8,9,17,ael8,19 
68 adding mixed numbers (fractions) .!.,2,5, 7,8,9,17 ,ae18,19 
69 adding mixed number s (fractions) .!., 2 , 5 , 7,8,9,17,ael8,19 
70 adding mixed numbers (fractions) .!., 2 , 5 7,8 , 9,17,ael8,19 
changing fractions to decimals 1,-4 41,42,50,ae50 ,51 
71 adding mixed numbers (fractions) .!.,2,5, 7,8,9,17,ael8 ,19 
adding decimals 1,4 40,45ae45 
changing fractions t o decimals 1,4 41,42,50,ae50,51 
72 adding decimals 1,4 40,45ae45 
73 adding decimals 1,4 40,45ae45 
74 finding a number of which a percent 
is given i,5 92,99,100,101,aelOl 
75 converting measures 65,66,se66 
76 subtraction of whole numbers 
77 subtrac tion of whole numbers 
78 subtrac tion of whole numbers 
79 subtrac tion of whole numbers 
80 aubtrac tion of whole numbers 

























subtracting dec imals 
subtracting fracti ons with like 
denominators 
subtracting frac tions with like 
denominators 
subtracting frac tions with unlike 
denominators 
subtracting fra c tions with unlike 
denominators 
subtracting a mixed number 
subtracting a mixed number from 
a whole number 
subtracting mixed numbers 
subtracting decimals 
changing fract i ons t o decimals 
subtracting decimals 
changing fractions t o decimals 
subtrac ting dec imals 
subtracting decimals 
division of fractions 
converting measures 
multiplication of whole numbers 
multiplication of whole numbers 
multiplication of whole numbers 
multiplication of whole numbers 
111Ultiplication o f whole numbers 
multiplication of whole numbers 
8 

















4 65,66, ae66 
TABE STUDY GU IDE STUDY GU IDE 
QUESTION SPECIFIC SKILL PROGRAM PAGE 
102 multiplication of whole nui;,l,ers 
103 multiplication of fractions 1,4 6,23, 32 ,ac32,33 
104 multiplicati on of fractions 1,4 6,23,32,ae32,33 
105 multiplication of f rac tions 1,4 6,23,32,ae32,33 
106 multiplication of fractions 1.,4, 6 , 23,32,ae32,33 
107 mult iplication of fractions 1,4, 6,23,32,ae32,33 
108 multiplication of fractions 1 , 4, 6,23,32,ae32,33 
109 multiplication of fractions 1,4 , 6,23 ,32,ae32,33 
110 multiplication of fractions 1 ,4, 6,23,32,ae32,33 
111 multiplication of decimals 3 40,47,ae47,48 
112 multiplication of decimals 3 40, 47 ,ae47,48 
113 multiplication of decimals 3 40,47,ae47 , 48 
114 multlf-icatio,. cf frzctions 1,4 6,23,32,ae32,33 
finding a number of which a percent 
is given §_, 5 92,99,100, 101 , ael0l 
115 converting measures 4 65 , 66, ae66 
116 division of whole numbers 
117 division of whole numbers 
118 division of whol e numbers 
119 division of whole numbers 
120 division of whole numbers 
121 division of whole numbers 
122 division of whole numbers 
123 division of fractions 2 24,33,34,ac34 
124 division of fractions 2 24,33,34,ae34 
9 
TABE STUDY GUIDE STUDY GU IDE 
QUESTION SPECIFIC SKILL PROGRAM PAGE 
125 division of fractions 2 23,33,34 , ae34 
126 division of fr act ions 2 23 , 33,34,ae34 
127 division of fractions 2 23, 33, 34, ae34 
128 division of fractions 2 2 3, 33, 34 , ae 34 
129 division of fractions 2 23,33,34,ae34 
130 division of fractions 2 23,33,34,ae34 
131 division of decimals 3 41,48,49,ae49,50 
132 division of decimals 3 41,48,49,ae49,50 
133 division of decimals 3 41,48,49,ae49,50 
134 division of dec i mals 3 41,48,49,ae49,50 
135 division of fractions 2 24,33,34,ae34 
10 
SUMMARIES OF MATHEi'iATICS TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
Thi s part sunmarizes what is in each ~lathematics television 
program. Each summary tells, in order, what skills are covered in 
that program. It then tells what skills are covered in the study 
guide for that program , but are 11ot co•,ered in the program itself (if 
any). The su1TT.1aries also give other cor.r~nts about the programs 
which may help you in getting ready to watch the program and in 
reviewing. 
~ Programs 6 and l.l are not cn,a-;ici!e at this time. 
11 
Mathem2tica 
sur1MARIES OF MATHEMATICS TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
THE STUDENT MAY HAVE DIFFICULTY UNDERSTANDING SOME SEGMENTS OF 
THE TELEVI SION PRO~RAMS , THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS SHOULD 
HELP, BEFOR E WATCHING THE PROGRAM THE STUDENT SHOULD : 
READ THE MANUAL PAGES THAT CORRESPOND TO 
THE PROGRAM, 
LEARN THE VOCABULARY WORDS GIVEN IN THE 
BEGINNING OF THE MANUAL PROGRAM, 
• WORK THE ADDITIONAL EXERCISES, 
MATH I FRACTIONS 
n.~ television program covers t he following material in this order: 
fractions, fractional halves and equivalent fractions, product, adding 
fractions with like denominators, prime numbers, factoring and reducing 
to lowest terms, canceling numbers, cr oss-multiplication , lowest common 
multiple, word problems with l owest common multiple, adding fractions W'ith 
unlike denominators, improper fractions, and adding unlike denominators 
and mixed numbers . 
It will be helpful for the student to review the text and be familiar 
with the problems (examples) in the manual for Program I. It is a must 
that the student know the vocabulary words. Lesson I must be mastered 
before viewing Program II. 
KATI! II FRACTIONS 
Thetelevision program covers the following material in this order: 
factoring, subtraction of fractions with like denominators, subtraction 
of fractions with unlike denominators, subtraction of m.iJced DUlllbers from 
whole numbers, subtraction of mixed numbers with unlike denominators, 
multiplication of fractions , division of fractions using terms, division 
of fractions by mixed numbers, decimal nlllllbers, changing fractions to 
decimals, and explanation of place value with decimals. 
Subtraction, multiplication, and division of fractions are all covered 
in this program. This may pose a problem, since 1ubtract:1Qo of fractions 
should be mattered before attempting multiplication or division. It is 
necessary to matter Program II before viewing Program III. 
12 
MATH Ill DECIMALS 
The television program covers the following material in this order: 
adding decimals, subtracting decimals, multiplication of decimals, 
rule for decimal places, multiplication by powerof tens, dividing decimals, 
decimals expressed as fractions, moving decimals out of the divisor, and 
changing fractions to decimals. 
This program covers addition, subtraction , multiplication, and 
division of decimals, and can be followed if the student understands 
each step. This program may have t o be viewed more than one time if 
the student is weak in any of these areas. 
It is necessary that the student havea working knowledge of Program I 
and II prior to viewing Program Ill . 
Changing decimals t o fractions is not included in the television program, 
but is covered briefly in the manual. 
MATH IV ROUNDING OFF NUMBERS 
The television program covers the following skills in this order: 
rounding off whole numbers, r ounding off decimals, ratios and comparison, 
cross-multiplication, and proportions . 
It is necessar~ t o have viewed Programs I , II, and III, and to have a 
working knowledge of the material before attempting Program IV . The 
student may need additional help in word problems , cross-multiplication , 
and place value problems . 
The student will need to know how to divide both sides of t he equation 
before viewing this program. 
There is a section on converting measures in the manual that is not 
covered jn the television program. 
MATH V PERCENTS 
Thetelevis i on program covers the following skills in this order: 
changing percents t o fractions, equivalent fractions, changing fractions 
t o percents when denominator is not a factor of 100, changing Jccimals 
to per centages, changing percentages to decimal s, rule for changing 
decimals to percents or percents to decimals, and percentage c f a given 
number. 
The s tudent will find it helpful to preview the vocabulary words and 
exerc i ses in t he manual. 
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MATH VJ INTEREST 
MATH VII GRAPHS 
The television program covers the following skills in this order: 
explanation of gr aphs, bar graphs, line graphs , circle graphs , and reading 
bar graphs by approximation. 
This entire program is devoted t o r eading and making graphs. It is not 
necessary t o view this program in sequence. The material is independent 
with the exception of minimal work with percentages. 
MATH VI II ANGLES 
The television program covers the following skills in this order: 
line segments, vertex and naming angles, symbols used with angles, 
expl anat i on of a circle in degrees, acute and obtuse angles, perpendicular, 
relationships , complementary and supplementary a ngles , and figuring vertical 
angl es. 
This progr am may be viewed separately. The mat erial may be difficult 
for some students. There is no reinforcement or r eview during the program. 
The student will find it helpful t o preview t he l esson in the manua l and 
have a working knowledge of the vocabulary. 
MATH IX ANGLES AND PERCENTS 
The t e l evision program cover s the f oll owing skills in t his orde r: 
triangles, sum of angles to a straight l ine, i sosceles triangle , equilater al 
triangle , perimeter of a s quar e , formul a defi nitions, gr aphic r epr esentation 
of a r ea, exponents, perime ter of a r ectangle, area of a rectangle , and a r ea 
of a triangle . 
This program may go too fas t for s ome s tudent s and it aay be necessary 
t o view the program more t han once . It i s independent o f other programs 
and may be viewed in any order . 
n.ere are s everal i mportant formulas and rules in the u_nual that the 
■tudent should learn befo re viewing t he prograa. 
MATH X CIRCUMFERE~CE 
The television program covers the following skills in this order : 
perimeter of a closed figure , circle and radius, diameter of a c ircle, 
circumference of a circle, area of a circle, area of a square reviewed, 
and area of a cube and rectangle. 
Thi& program has many vocabulary words, rules, and formulas and may 
cause some confusion to t he student. It is necessary for the student 
to have viewed Program IX before viewing this program. 




The next part i s the 1 ist of 1,!athemat i cs tems s;.t.ich you s.fiould 
knO'N. The \'.Ords are Usted in t he lefi: col um ir. alphabeti cal order. 
The nu~iber in p:ir~nthC!";P.s after each \\Ord is t~e n~r of the paee on 
\1i1ich that 1>.ord appears in the 1-!a.therrutics Study ".'0..iide. The definition of 
the \\Ord is in the right column. 




acute angle (127) 
adjacent angles (127) 
alternate interior angles (127) 
altitude (140) 
approximation (151) 




central angle (151) 
circl e (151) 
circl e graph (107) 
circumference (151) 





any angle less than 90° but greater than o0 
angles which are next to each other and 
tt:ius have one side in conman 
when two parallel lines are cut by a 
transversal, the interior angles on opposite 
sides of the transversal are alternate 
interior angles 
the height measured perpendicular to a 
given base 
a rough estimate 
the number of square units a plane figure 
contains 
any "piece" of a circle 
in a plane the line segment (or side) upon 
which a fugure rests; the surface upon which 
a solid figure rests 
to eliminate factors that are corrmon to 
both the numerator and the denominator of 
a fraction 
the angl e f ormed by the intersection of 
two radii at the center of the circle; 
an angle whose vertex is at the center of 
a circle 
in a plane, a closed curve al l of whose 
points are the same distance from a point 
within called the center 
a graph in the form of a circle; the rel ation-
ships of the parts t o each other and to the 
whole are shown, sometimes cal led the 
"pi e" graph 
a distance around a circle; the per imeter 
of a circl e is the ratio of the circumference 
of a circle to i.ts diameter; f7 is 
approximately equal t o 3. 14 or 22 
7 
angl es whose sum is 90° ; for example, 400 
and 500 
WORD/PAGE 
compound interest (91) 
cube(151) 





difference ( 21 ) 
digit (22) 
dimensions ( 151 ) 
dividend (39) 
divisor (22) 
equivalent fractions (4) 
equilateral triangle (4) 





DEF I IHTION 
computed from the fomula l=PRT, but the 
interest for each time period is computed on 
the principal plus tr-e accumulated interest 
from the previous periods 
a solid i n which each of the six sides is 
a square 
a process used to check the equivalency of 
two fractions 
a solid figure having curved sides and two 
parallel bases made of identi cal circles 
a measure used to determine the size of 
an angle 
the bottom nurrber in a fraction 
a chord which passes through the center of 
the circle 
the answer when one nurrber is subtracted 
from another 
any one of the ten nurrbers from Oto 9 
length, width, or height 
in a division problem, the nurrtier being 
divided 
the nurrber you divi de by i n a divisi on 
problem 
fractions which have the same value are 
equivalent, e.g. , 2, 6 
J 9 
a triangle having all three sides equal 
a syroool written above and to the right of 
a nurrber or letter to indicate the operation 
of raising to a power 
the nurrbers that are 111Jltiplied to get 
a product 
an equation that states a rule 
a syrrbol which represents a part of one 
whole thing 
WORD/PAGE 
graph ( 107) 
grid (108) 
improper fractions ( 4) 
invert (22) 
isosceles triangle (139) 
key digit (54) 
like denominators ( 21 ) 
like tenn (164) 
line segment (126) 
lowest co111110n multiple (4) 
origin (108) 
111i nute ( 127) 




perimeter ( 140) 
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DEFINITION 
a picture with bars or lines used to compare 
numerical facts 
a network of intersecting lines (forming 
checkerboard patterns) in a graph which 
makes the graph easier to read 
a fraction in which the numerator is 
greater than the denominator,]_ 
4 
tum upside down 
a triangle which has two equal sides; the 
angles opposite these sides are also equal 
the digit inmediately to the right of the 
digit whose place you are rounding off to 
denominators that are identical or the same 
tenns which have exactly the same combinatic 
of letters and exponents 2x'y and 3x2y are 1 
a line which has a beginning point and an 
end point 
the smallest nuntier into which all denom1na1 
in a problem will divide evenly 
in a graph the point of intersection of the 
X and Y axes. The point is usually labeled 
0, 0. If it is labeled in any other way 
it is not called an origin. 
one-sixtieth of a degree 
a nuntier which contains both a whole nuntier 
and a fraction, e.g., l 2 
3 
If you take any whole nuntier and multiply 
by another whole number, the product is a 
multiple of the original number. 
the top nuntier in a fraction 
two straight lines which never meet and 
are always the same distance apart no matte 
horw far they are extended 







power of ten (140) 
principal (91) 
prime f actor ( 4) 
prime nurri>er (4) 
product (4) 
proper fraction (4) 




ray ( 126) 
rectangle (139) 
rectangular solid (151) 
20 
DEFINITION 
a special ratio whose denominator is always 
100; usually written with a percent sign 
two lines which meet at a 90° angle are 
said to be perpendicular 
a pl ane figure i s a figure which lies on 
a fl at sur face , having length and width 
a nurri>er written with an exponent, for 
example 102 is read "ten to the second 
power" 
see above 
the amount of money upon which the 
interes t is based 
factors whi ch are prime nlJll'bers 
a nurri>er whose only factors are itself and 
the answer when two or more numbers are 
Rll 1t i p 1 i ed 
a fraction in which the numerator is smaller 
than the denominator 
the answer when you divide one nurri>er by 
another 
any line segment connecting the center of 
a circle with a point on the circle; half 
of a diameter 
the percentage at which the principal is 
accumulating interest 
a co~arison between two nurri>ers or between 
two measurements with the same units, for 
example, 8:5 is read eight is to f ive 
a half line; a ray has a beginning point, 
but no end point 
a closed, plane figure in which the opposite 
sides are equal and which has four right angles 





right angle (126) 
second (127) 
simple interest (91) 
solid figure (151) 
square (139) 
straight angle (127) 
sum (4) 
term ( 164) 




triangular prism (151) 




to express a fraction in its si~plest form. 
A fracti on is reduced when its nurr~rator 
and denominator have no conmon fa ctor other 
than one. 
the answer when one number is subtracted 
from another 
a 90° angle; formed by two line segments 
that are perpendicular 
one-sixtieth of a minute 
money that is paid for the use of money 
computed from the formula I=PRT 
a figure having three dimensions 
a rectangle having all four sides equal 
a 180° angle 
the answer when two or more numbers are added; 
the total 
l member of an algebraic expression which 
may contain any coroination of nurrtlers, 
letters, and exponents 
to cross or cut, for example, AB intersects 
line CD 
a line segment intersecting two parallel 
1 i nes 
pattern, direction 
a closed, plane figure having t hree sides 
and three angles 
a solid figure having two parallel bases 
made of identical triangles. The other 
three sides are rectangles 
denominators that are not identical or 
not the same 
the point where two line segments meet 
to form an angle 
DIPAGE 






When two line segments intersect, four 
angl es are formed. The angles which are 
opposite (not adjacent to) one another 
are vertical angles. 
the nunt>er of cubic units a solid figure 
contains 
in a graph the horizontal line which 
contains scale markings 
in a graph the vertical line which contains 
scale markings 
IND:X TO STUDY GUIDE 
Tnis part is ar •~~e• to t·e Mathe~atics Stud, Guide, to help 
you fi~ ~ ~~3: you are 1:c~in; for in the guide. 
Th~ :eft columr lis:s ~•e skills covered ,n :he guide in alpha-
Some .., f ,, 'l s are divided into sub-skills. 
~ge sr,o.,s :, _ :.ag~ or pages in the 
Tr,e tn~ •: :::::l1r•1, "'.,._.· j~ =rogra-:;, ' sliOl-i" :re '1Uriber of the program 
i n t~e study guide ~hie~ cc,~•s :~at sl• l l. This is also the number 
of the televisior ;r~grar ~•lcn :01ers this skill. 
An R· 1n tnt :ni•c ;:1..,~~ refers :o t re Review Section in the 
~=:~e~!ti:s ~:~d~ ~..,·:e 
j 
SPECIFIC SK ILL 
ADDITION/ADDING 
WDEX TO srnnv GU IDE 
GUIDE PAGE 
adding decimals ..... ...... . . . ............... 40,45,ae45• 
fractions wi th like denominators ............ 5,ael0,11,14 
fra cti ons with unlike denominators .......... 6,7,ae14 
mixed numbers (fractions) . ..... . ............ 7,8,9,17,ael8,19 
ALGEBRAIC TERMS AND EXPRESSIONS 
combining algebraic terms ....... . ...... .. .... 166, 175 ,ael 76 












multiplying algebraic terms ......... . ....... 165,169,170,171,ael72 
multi plying algebraic expressions ........... 167,176 ,177, 178,ael78 
ANGLES/RELATIONSHIPS .. .. . . ...................... 128, l 29,130 
complementary and supplementary angles ...... 128,134,ael35 
strai ght angles . ....... . ........ .. ........... 127 ,l 28 ,1 33,ael33,134 
AREAS 
area of a ci rcle ....... ................... . . l52,l53,l57,l58,ael58,159 
area of a cube ....... ......... ........ : ...... 142 ,ael45, 146 
area of a rectangl e (parallelogram) ..... . ... l42,l45,146,ae146 
area of a triangle . .... : ..... . ..... . ........ l47,ael47,l48 
BAR GRAPHS ............................ ..... .... . l08,109,ll4,aell5 , ll6 
reading by approximation . .. ................ 111,l20,1 21 ,ael2l 
CIRCLES ............•.. ... .................. . .... 152,l53 ,157 ,l58 ,ael58, l59 
circle graph . .. ........... ... ... .. ......... . ll0,lll ,ll8,119,aell9,120 
circunierence and area .... ...... ............ 152,153,157,158,ael58 ,159 
diameter . ................... ...... .. .. . . .... 152,157,158,ae158,159 
perimeter ............. . ...................... 152 ,153, l 5 7, 1 58, ae 158, 159 
CIRCUMFERENCE AND AREA 
of a ci rel e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152,153, 157,158, ae 158, 159 
COMPOUND INTEREST .. . ................ ........ .. . . . 93,94,95,102,103,ael03,104 
CROSS 11.JLTIPLICATION ...................... . ...... 6 

















SPECIFIC tfO l L GUIDE PAGE GU IDE PROGR.l 
CUBE 
area of a ~ ........ . ..... . . .. .... . .... . ... 142,ae145,146 
CYLINDERS AND -r;;:t,'IGULAR PRISMS ..... .. ..... . ... . 154,160,ae160 9 .10 
DECIMALS ..... ....... .. ... . ....................•. 24 
adding declr,2 1; ..... . ..... . . . . .. ........ . .... 40 ,45,ae45 
changi ng <k=-: ':rals to fract i ons ............... 24,34,ae35, 36 
dividing ~ 1,,als ... . . ... . .................. . 41,48,49,ae49,50 
multiplyir1 ".!ec lmal s .. . ..... . ..... . .... .. .. . . 40 ,47,ae47,48 
subtractin1 ~!cimal s ....... .. ...... . ...... . . 40 ,46,ae46 
DIVISION 
dividing di:ci'llals ....................... . .... 41,48,49,ae49 ,50 
fractions ..................... .. ............ 24,33,34 ,ae34 






3 , .~ 
EQUILATERAL TRil-:IGU . ...... ., ................... 141 ~. 10 
FACTORS . . . . . . . . . ...... ....... . ........... . .... 6 1 
factoring al geor~ic expressions .............. 165,166 ,167,172,173 ,1 74,ae1 74 11 
factoring algebraic tern1S .. ... . .... . .. . ..... :1G5,167 11 
FRACTIONS 
addi ng fractions with like denominators . .. . .. 5,ael0,1 1 ,14 1,2 ,5 
adding fractions wi th unli ke denominators .. . . 6,7,ae14 T,2,5 
addi ng mixed nll!t>ers (fract ions) ........ . .. .. 7,8 ,9,1 7,ae1 8,l g I 
changing fractions to decimals .... . ......... 41,42,50,ae50,51 1,4 
changing fract ions to percen tages when 
the denominator is not a facto r of 100 .... 73 ,74,ae76 2 
divi sion of fractions . ................ . ...... 24, 33,34 ,ae34 2 
equi valent f ractions . . .. . .. . .............. . .. 5 2 
mul tiplication of fractions ....... . .. . ....... 6,23 ,32,ae32,33 2,4 
reducing fractions to l owest terms ...... . .. .. 6, 12 , 13 ,ae13 , 14 T 
subtracting f ract ions wi th li ke denomi nator .. 22,27,28 ,ae2B 2 
subtracting fractions with unlike 
denominators ......... . . . ........ . ....... . . 22 ,29 ,ae29 ,30 
GRAPHS 
bar graphs ... ..... .... ..... . ............ . .... 108,109,114,aell5,116 7 
ci rcle graphs ..... . .. ... ... . ... . . .. .. . . .. .. . 110,111,118,119,ae119,120 7 
1 ine graphs •• •• .. . ... . .. ..... . ... . .. ..•. ... .. 106, 109 ,ael 17,118 7 
reading bar graphs by approximati on . . ... . .. . 111 ,120,121 ,ae121 7 
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SPECIFIC SK ILL GUIDE PAGE GUIDE PROGRAM 
INTEREST 
compound interest ... . ... .. .................. 93, 102, 103,ael03, 104 6 
simple interest .... . ................... .. ... 91 ,92 ,93, 101,102 ,aelOl, 102 6 
I SOSCELES TRIANGLE .......... .. .. .. ............. 141 !,10 
LINE GRAPH •...... ...• . . . . ....•.. ..... ..... . ....•• 109,116,aell7,ll8 7 
LINES AND ANGLES . .... . ....•...•• . .• ... ... ... .... 127,128,132,ael33,134 8 
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS . . ... . .....•..•.•..••...•..• 2 
MEASURES ....•...................••.........•... 65 ,66 ,ae66 4 
MI XED NUMBERS ... . .....•...••. .. . . .... . ..• . •. . . . 17, 18,ael8, 19 l 
subtracti ng mixed numbers (fractions) ....... 23,ae31 ,32 2 
subtraction of a mi·xed nunber from a 
whole number ......................... . .... 23,30,31,ae32 2 
subtracting mixed numbers with unlike 
denominators ... . .......................... 23,30,31 ,ae32 2 
MULTI PLICATION 
cross multiplication .......... . .. . . ... .... 6 
multiplying algebraic expressions .. ........ 167,176,lk7,1 78 ,ae1 78 11 
multipl ying algebraic terms ........... . ... . 165,169,170,171,ae172 11 
multiplying decimals .... . ... . .. . . .. . . ..... . 40,47,ae47,48 3 
mul tiplying fractions ....................... 6,23,32,ae32,33 I ,4 
PERCENTAGES 
changing percents to decimals .... . . . ......... 74 ,82,ae83 3,5 
finding the percent of a given number ........ 74,75,83,84,85,ae85 5 
finding a number of which a percent is 
given .•................................. 92 , g9,100,101,ae101 6,5 
finding a percent one number is of another ... 92,97,98,99,ae99 D,5 
percentages .... . ... .. ...... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. 72,73,77,78,ae78,79 [ ,6 
PERIMETER 
perimeter and areas .. . .. . .... . .... . .... . .... 141 
peri meter of a ci r cle ... ... . ..•..... . ... . .. 152 ,153 ,1 57,158,ael58 ,159 10,9 
perimet er of a rectangle . .. . ................. 14l ,l42 ,145 ,ael45 '9";10 
perimeter of a square . .. ..... .. ... . ......... 141 ,1 42 ,145,ae145 ! ,10 
26 
SPECIFIC SKILL GUIDE PAGE GUIDE PROGRAM 
PERPENDICULAR RELATIONSHIPS ......... .. ..... ..... 128 8 
PRIME NUMBERS .... . ........... . .................. 6 
PROPORTIONS .... · ........ . ... . .................... 55,56, 63,64,ae64,65 4 
RATIOS ............... . ................. ..... ... 55,56 ,61,ae62 4 
RECTANGLES 
area of a rectangle .... .... .............. ... 142,145,146,ae146 9,10 
perimeter of a rectangle .................... 142 ,l45,146,ael46 9",10 
length of a rectangle (perimeter) ........... 141,l42,145,ae145 ~,10 
ROUNDING OFF 
whole numbers ............................... 55,59,60 ,ae60,61 4 
decimals ......... ..... . ............. .. ..... . 55,59,60,60 ,61 4 
SIMPLE INTEREST ...... · .................... . .. . ... 91 ,92 ,93 , 101,102 ,aelOl, 102 6 
STRAIGHT ANGLE .......... . . .. ................ . .... l27,l28,133,ae133,134 8 
SUBTRACT ION 
subtracting decimals ....................... 40,46,ae46 3 
subtracting fractions with like 
denominators ................ . . . ...... . .. 22,27,28,ae28 2 
subtracting fractions with unlike 
denominators .......... . ..... ...... ...... 22,29,ae29,30 1 
subtracting mixed numbers ... .. ... ........... 23,ae31 ,32 2 
subtracting mixed numbers from a 
whole number .. ............ ................ 23,30,31,ae32 2 
subtracting mixed numbers with unlike 
denominators ................. . ........... 23,31,31 ,ae32 2 
SYMBOLS 
mathematical symbols ...................... 2 
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SPECIFI C SKILL 
RIANGLES, CYLINDERS AND PRIS 9 S 
area of a triangle 
cylinders and trianoular prisns 




volume of a rectangular solid 
volume of a solid figure 
volume of a cylinder and triangular prism 
..iH0LE NUMBERS 
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TO Tl-IF: STUDENT: This is an e\'aluat ion of the Mathe-mat ics 
Learning Ski!JM Packet. We need your help in jmproving the 
packet. Will you plcnRe answ0r the quPstions below, and return 
this sheet to your teacher. Thank vou for your help. 
1. Did you use the analysis of the TABE test? 
2. If you did use the analysis of the TABE test, 
did it help you find out the skills you 
needed to work on? 
3. Did you use the summaries of the television 
programs? 
4. If you did use the summaries o: the television 
programs, did they help you unders:and the 
programs better? 
5. Did you use the index to the stuc:: (;'Jide? 
6. If you did use the index to the Stl!dy guide, 
did it help you find what you were lookin~ 
for in the study guide? 
7. Did you use the glossary? 
8. If you djd use the glossaq. die! , 1 t help 










9. What problems did you have in using or understandin-it the packet? 








Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
Morehead State Un,vers,ty , UPO 1353 
Mo rehead, Kentucky 40 351 
(606) 7B4-9229 (606)783-3111 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
KET/GED Learning Skiffs Packet 
READING 
This Reading packet is meant to help you get the most out of the GED 
television programs in reading and your Reading Study Guide. 
Like the Reading Study Guide, this packet is divided into four parts: 
(1 I Reading Comprehension--page3. 
(2) Interpretation of Reading Materials in Social Studies--page 13. 
(3) Interpretation of Reading Materials in Science-page 20. 
(4) Interpretation of Literary Materials- page 22. 
The first page of each of these fou r parts tells what is contained in that 
part. 
At the end of the fourth part is a one-page evaluation form we would like 




Thfs section has four parts to help you with the "Reading ~rehension" 
section of your Reading Study Guide. 
(1) an analysis of the TABE, to help you learn fr011 the mistakes you 
made on the TABE--page 3. 
(2) sunmaries of the reading comprehension television programs that tell 
you what is in each program--page 7. 
(3) a glossary of reading comprehension terms you need to know--page 9. 
(4) an index to the Reading Comprehension" section of the Reading 
Study Guide, to help you find what.you are looking for in that section, page 11. 




ANALYSIS OF THE TABE TEST 
it~ ' oll ow1 ng pages are an analysis of the TABE test to help you learn 
froftl t,~ mistakes you made on that test. 
l6lll!,\ your test has been graded, you or your teacher should circle in the 
left o;lumn, aiarlced "TABE QU ESTION, " the number of each question that you 
misse,j . 
The second column, "TEST AND SPECIFIC SKILL , 11 tells what skill you need to 
work on because you missed that questi on on the TABE. 
The third column, "STUDY GUIDE: SECTION, PROGRAM, PAGE," tells which 
section, program number, and page you should go to in the study guide to 
get aore help with this skill. A blank in the right colu1111 means that the reading 




























Ai~A LYS IS OF PlE T ABE TEST 
I..E.S.L.AHD. ~PECJciC SKI LL 
TEST I: PEADJ'iG i'V:.~LARY 
knowi ng math worcs 
knowing social sc'e· :e words 
knowing other ba;': ~~rds 
TEST 2: READWS co,-·::'.;::4E'lS!ON 
fol l owing wri t ter :irections 
findinq informat '~r 
oarts of book 
par ts of book 
parts of book 
news pap<?!"· 
dicti onary 
using the index 
using the index 
using the index 
table of contents 
table of contents 
table of contents 
reading graphs, bar 
reading graphs , bar 
reading graphs, bar 
reading graphs, bar 
using library and 
encyclopedia, Dewey 
Decimal System 
S T U D Y G U l D E 
SECTION, PROGRAM , PA~E 
Social Studi es 3 56 
Social Studies 3 56 
Social Studies 3 56 
Social Studies 3 56 
•TABE Test of Adult Basic Eduoation 
4 
\,IUt::i I JUN SPECIFIC SKILL SECT! ot(, PROGRAM, PAGE 
92 :.ewey Decimal System 
93-96 !ncyclopedia and reference Books 
97 readi ng maps Social Studies 3 65,66,67 
98 reading maps Social Studies 3 65,66 ,67 
99 reading maps Social Studies 3 65 ,66,67 
1D0 reading maps Social Studies 3 65,66,67 
101 reading maps Social Studies 3 65,66,67 
102 (G) understanding what vou read 
102 mak ing r ight conclusions Reading Comp. 2 18-20, 
22-23 
103 '!laking right conclusions Reading Comp. 2 18-20, 
22-23 
104 finding facts Reading 7-8 
105 finding facts Reading 7-8 
106 finding facts Reading 7-8 
107 finding facts Reading 7-8 
108 making right conclusions Reading 2 18-20, 
22-23 
109 llldlcing right conclusions Reading 2 18-20, 
22-23 
110 finding facts Reading 7-8 
111 finding facts Reading 7-8 
112 finding facts Reading 7-8 
113 finding facts Reading 7-8 
114 understanding main ideas Reading 5-6 
115 finding facts Reading 7-8 
116 finding facts Reading 7-8 
117 finding facts Reading 7-8 
118 making right conclusions Reading 2 18-20, 
22-23 
119 finding facts Reading 7-8 
120 finding facts Reading .7-8 
121 making right conclusions Reading 7-8 
5 
TABE 
QUESTION SPECl"IC SKI L1 SECTIQfL Pec;;;e,.,, ::, ,. ; C: 
122 findir,g f3cts Reading 7-S 
123 making right corrlus1ons Reading 2 : :-2:, 
22-2:3 
124 findfr,:: facts Reading 7-2 
125 mari~g right con~lusiors Reading 2 'S-20, 
2.::-2 3 
126 finding ~acts Reading 7-3 
127 finding facts Reading 7-8 
128 finding facts Reading 7-8 
129 find ing facts Reading 7-8 
130 finding facts Reading 7-8 
131 making ri ght conclusions Reading 2 18-20, 
22-23 
132 finding facts Reading 7-8 
133 making right conclusions Reading 7-8 
134 making right conclvsions Reading 7-8 
135 finding facts Reading 7-8 
136 making right conclusion• Reading 2 18-20, 
22-23 
137 making right conclusions ReadinQ 2 18-20, 
22-23 
138 making right conclusions Reading 2 18-20, 
22-23 
139 finding facts Reading 7-8 
140 understanding main idea Reading 5-6 
141 understanding main idea Reading 5-6 
142 understanding main idea Reading 5-6 
143 organizing ideas 
144 organizing ideas 
145 organizing ideas 
146 organizing ideas 
6 
Reading · 
Reading Cor.pr eheneion 
SUt·Y1AR I ES OF READ I NG COMPREHENSION TELEVISION PROG RAf1S 
This part sunmarizes what is in each Reading Comprehension television 
program. Each sullllli3ry tells what is covered i n that program, and gives 





SUMMARIES OF READING COMPREHENSIOli TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
READING COMPREHENSION I 
The television program covers the following readin~ skills 
in this order: are literal: main idea, supporting ideas and relation-
ships (cause and effect). 
The introduction discusses the importance of reading skHls in 
passing the CED. An explanation of the difference between literal 
understanding and inference is presented. The discussion on cause 
and effect relationship is presented after the first practice exercise 
of Unit 3 rather than preceding it as io the guide. 
It would be helpful, though not absolutely necessary, to review 
the guide and work the exercises before vieving the television program. 
The television program presents a skit, then shows each example in 
writing, followed by the question and answers in writing. Wrong answers 
as well as correct answers are explained. 
READING COMPREHENSION II 
The television program is concerned with ioference--the main idea 
or details of a reading passage which are not directly stated. The program 
covers the following reading skills: are inference: main idea, supporting 
ideas, final effect, point of view, application of ideas and words in 
context. 
Unit 5 on Author's Point of View is not explained in detail as it 
is in the guide. Also, the practice exercise is sung as are the an5"'ers, 
aakiog it a little difficult to understand. 
Unit 6 on Application of Ideas asks questions on the practice 
exerc ise on government in which it is necessary for the student to have 
prior knowledge about government powers. Also, questions are asked in the 
negative. 
Unit 7 on Words in Context should be read completely before 
soswering any of the questions on the practice exercise . The television 
program reads each sentence separately and then answers the question 
pertaining to that sentence. It is difficult t o determine meanings of 





The glos~ry is a li st of reading terms that you should know. The terms 
are listed r;n the left in alphabetical order, with their definitions in the 
right colunn. 
To test yourself on the meanings of the words after you have studied them, 
fold the right side of the page under,covering the definitions. 
9 
wc:rn/PAGE 
appli cation of ideas 





re 1 at ionsh i ps 
supporting ideas 
topic sentence 
words in context 
GLOSSARY 
DEFINITION 
application means combining ideas in a 
passage with other ideas in order to reach 
a conclusion 
the author's feeling or opinion of his 
subject in his ooint of view 
the words around a oarticular word which 
can throw light on its meaning 
fonning a direct or intui tive conclusion 
from hints or imolications in a reading 
passage--inference involves reading 
between the lines 
findi ng the answer to a question when the 
answer is directly or literally statea 
in the passage 
the central thought of a oassage or the 
basi c concept the author is tryin1 to get 
across to the reader 
the supporting ideas in a passage relate1 
to one another and to the main ide3--the 
ways in which they rel ate create the 
relationships in a oassage 
specific statements of facts or oe:~ il s 
whi ch support or verify the ~~ir i~ea or 
total situation 
a one-sentence statement of tt.e l:lc! i r 1 ~~ 
defining from context mea ns in&err~~ ~~ 




This page is an 1ndex to the pages in the Reading Comprehension, 
Interpretation of Re~ding Materials in Social Studies , and Interpretation of 
Reading Material s i n Science sections of the Reading Study Guide that will 
help you with specific sr1lls in reading comprehension. The skills are 
listed in the left colUliJ'l. The study guide pages are given in the right 
colullVl, with the section they appear in (Reading, Social Studies , or Science) 
in parentheses after the page number . 
11 
Sfll..l£lLS.1W. 
LITERAL: MAIN IDEA 
· LITERAL: SUPPORTING IDEAS 
LITERAL: CAUSE AND EFFECT 
INFERENCE: MAIN IDEA 
INFERENCE: SUPPORTING IDEAS 
INFERENCE: WORDS IN CONTEXT 
INFERENCE: FINAL EFFECT 
INFERENCE: POINT OF VIEW 
INFERENCE: APPLICATION OF IDEAS 
INFERENCE: INTERPRETING DIAGRAM 
INFERENCE: INTERPRETING GRAPH 




STUDY GUIDE P_M;..E. 
6,8,11,13,14,28 (Reading} 
45,59,64,68,70,72 (Social Studies} 
80,93,113 (Science} 
8,9,11,13,15,28 (Reading) 
37,39,45,51 ,52,59,62,72,73 (Social Studies) 
79,80,82,83,94,97,113,114 (Science} 
12 (Reading} 
18, 19 (Reading) 
39 (Social Studies) 
18, 19,21,27 (Reading) 
68 (Social Studies} 
93,114 (Science} 
25,26,28 (Reading) 
35,37,53 ,64 (Social Studies) 
82,93,97 (Science) 
18, 19 (Reading) 
21 ,27 ,28 (Reading} 
23,28 (Reading) 
35,45,48,49,51,53,62,70 (Social Studies) 
80,4,97,113 (Science) 
41 ,42 (Social Studies} 
56,57 (Social Studies) 
65,66 (Social Studies) 
Reading 
IIHERPRETATION OF READING MATERIALS IH SOCIAL STUDIES 
SUMMARY OF TELEVISION PROG RAl'1S 
This part contains a surrrnary of the television programs on the 
interpretation of reading materials in the social studies. It tells what 
is covered in each program and gives coonents that may help you in getting 
ready to watch the program and in reviewing. 
A glossary of social studies tenns is on page 16. 
The pages in the study guide that deal with this section on the 
interpretati on of social studies materials are indexed in the index 
to the reading comprehension section, page 20. 
The reading comprehension skills covered in this section are included 
in the TABE analysis under "Reading Comprehension," page 3. 
13 
l}eading 
;,:t;erF'"~'.llion of ReadiYl:J Materials in Social S t udiee 
SUMMARY OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
~ :r.~~rn~ OF READING MATERIALS IN SOCIAL STUDIES 
Then, < ! ~ • hr<>e t ,, levision progr ams ba~~:! on interpreting r eading 
mat.er~ .~ :n soc i a l studies. The emphasis appears t o be on the 
r ead!..,,i 11,i ter ia l it self rather than on the r eading skills involved. 
ThetEc'.•·r:~ion pr ograms do not point out which reading skill is being 
t esLt( ~1 earh question as the Guide does. However, the swmaaries 
and d1~. ,~s1on of the content materialare ~uch more complete on the 
t elev~~~n ~r ogr ams than in the Guide . 
SOCJ.I'..: ~TCDTES I: GOVERNMENT 
In u~~! I r he con t ent ma terial covered concerns vari ous forms of 
Gove rc:m~nt. The reading skills covered are inference: words in 
cootel:l ~nd app l i cation of ideas . 
In Uni t 2 t he cont ent material covers The Constitutional Convention 
with ru&ing skills on literal: supporting ideas and inference: words in 
conteu. 
Unit 1 covers the Principles of the Constitution with ques tions 
invo lving read i ng skills on infe rence : main idea and literal: supporting 
idea 11 . 
Unit 4 concerns itself with the Thr ee Branches of Government and all o f 
the questions cove r the inference: interpreting diagrams reading skill. 
liovever, it i s i mposs ible to r ead the writ i ng on the diagrams presented 
on television. Also , the bottom l ine on the choices of ansvers does not 
appear on t he screen. It would be necessary t o have the guide available 
for follovi ng the d iagrams. 
The additional exerc ises are not covered on the television program. 
SOCIAL STUDIES II: ECONOMICS 
This television program begins with an adult fable identifying a nd 
explaining important terms relating t o economic s. The reading skill 
of inference : application of ideas i s covered in this Unit 5. 
In Unit 6 Different Economic Systems are explained briefly as wel l 
as two questions covering the r eading s kills of inference: application 
of ideas and literal : supporting i deas. 
In Unit 7 the content material concerning the role of government in 
Economics is pres ented before the vocabulary, the reverse of the 
Guide. Also , t he tenn "laillllez-faire" is not adequately defined. 
The reading skills o f l iter al : supporting ideas, inference: application 
of ideas,and inference: words in context are covered. 
14 
Unit 8 covers four types of Craphs: pie, ba~ and line. There are six 
questions concerned with tlif' rl'ading &kill o: inference: inte r preting 
·graphs . However , it 1s impnssiblc to read t~e zrao~s ex:epc for when 
they show close ups of parts of a r,raph. The~ , it is difficult to 
answe r the questions because you need t o see the entire graph when 
considering answers . It is really necessa ry to have t he Guide available. 
SOCIAL STUDIES III: ANTHROPOLOGY 
This t e levision program covers the folloving content material in this 
orde r: Anthropology, Geography, Map Reading . Sociology and Varying 
Viewpoints. This is very confusing because t he topics do not follow 
in an orderly ~anner as related to the subject material. 
The reading skills covered are in this order: literal: supporting ideas 
and inference : application of ideas (Unit 9); inference : words in context 
and literal: main idea (Uni t LO); infer ence : interpreting maps (tnit 11 ): 
literal: main idea and inference: supportin~ ideas (Unit 12) and inference: 
application of ideas and lit eral: main idea (Coi t l j). 
In Unit 11 the raaps presented cannot be read e.~ce?t for when close ups 
of parts of the map are shown. Once again it is necessary to have the 
guide in order to benefit from this unit. 
In most cases in this program only the number of the correct answer is 
given, not the answer itself . It is difficult, if not impossible, to 




The social studies glossary is a list of social stud ies terms you should 
know. The words are listed 1n alphabetical order in the left column. The 
nur.;ber in parentheses after the word is the number of the page in the study 
guide w~,ere th~t word is exolained. The words are defined in the right 
colun~. To test yourse l f on the meanings of the words after you have 
studied then, cover the ris~t side. 
16 
Re,,di11fJ 
Interpretation of•Rearfir"] /Jaterials in Social, Studies 
IRO/PAGE 
1archy (34) 
1thropology {33 , 61) 
·ticles of 
>nfederation (36) 
rchaeo 1 ogy ( 61) 
ristocracy (34) 
utocracy ( 34) 
corns ( 51) 
usts (51) 










total absence of goverrvnent, with nobody 
having any authority over anyone else 
the study of primitive man, hi s physical 
makeup and his way of life; the science of 
man 
a document written in 1781, setting up the 
first legal government in the United States 
the study of ancient cultures 
government in which control is in the hands 
of one group of class of people, usually 
the rich upper class 
a goverrvnent in which there is only one 
ruler with supreme authority 
periods of prosperity 
periods of hard times 
ft'lOney 
an economic system characterized by 
orivate or corporation ownership of capital 
goods, by investments that are determined 
by private decision rather than by state 
control, and by prices, oroduction, and the 
distribution of goods that are determined 
mainly in the free market 
a totalitarian system of government in 
which a single authoritarian party controls 
state owned means of oroduction with the 
professed aim of establishing a stateless 
society 
IIIOderate, cautious; tending to maintain 
existing views, conditions, or institutions 
one who uses economic goods 
a body authorized by law to act as a 
single person 
the way in which human beings carry out 
the 1ctiv1t1es of day-to-day living 
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demand ( 47) 
democracy (34) 
economics (33,47) 
executive branch (40) 
federal system (38) 
free enterprise (49) 




judicial branch (40) 
laissez-faire (51) 




the quantity of a co11100dity or service 
wanted at a specified price and ti me 
government by the people 
the study of how people make and use money, 
products, and services 
the branch responsib1e for enforcing 
federal laws 
state and national governments share power 
freedom of private business to organize and 
operate for profit -in a competitive system 
without interference by government beyond 
regulation necessary to protect public 
interest and keep the national economy in 
balance 
the study of the surface of the earth and 
how it affects the lives of its people 
the study of how a country is ruled or 
governed 
the study of people over a time 
the outlay of money for income or profit 
the branch responsible for interpreting 
laws through the Supreme Court and other 
federal courts 
a practice characterized by a deliberate 
refrain from direction or interference, 
especially with individual freedom of choice 
the law-making branch, composed of the 
House of Representatives and the Senate. 
Together, these two bodies make up the 
_Congress. 
broad-minded, tolerant; not bound by author-
itarianism or traditional fonn 
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the ruler is a menber of a royal family--
king, queen, prince, or emperor 
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monopoly (47) 
profit (47) 
radi cal (69) 
reactionary (69) 
republican form of 
government (38) 
separation of powers (38) 
socialism (49) 
society (67) 






,xclusi ve ownership through legal privil ege , 
co11J11and of supply, or concerted action 
arnings a business makes above all the 
osts 
tending to favor extreme 'changes in 
xisting views, habits, conditions, or 
institutions 
relating to or favoring political reaction 
voters el ect representatives who act for 
them and are responsible to them 
branches of the federal government have 
different jobs t o do, and separating their 
powers keeps one branch from becoming 
stronger than the others 
any of various economic and political 
theories advocating collecti ve or 
governmental ownership and administration 
of the means of production and distribution 
of goods 
all the people who have some sort of contact 
with each other and have corrmon traditions 
and history 
the study of peool e in groups and how they 
relate to one another in society 
a tax on imported goods 
replaced the Articles of Confederation as 
the basis of government in this country 
was adopted at the Constitution Convention, 
held 1n 1787 
Reading 
INTERPRETATION OF READING MATERIALS IN SCIENCE 
SUMMARIES OF TELEVISION PROGRN1S 
Sunmaries of the television programs on science tell what is covered 
in that program and gives some infol"'llliltion on the program that may help 
you. (program Science Ill is not available at this time.) 
A glossary of science tenns appears on pages 123-126 of your Study 
Guide. 
An index to study guide for the reading comprehension skills for this 
section appears on page 11 of this paclcet. 
(There is no TABE analysis in this section.) 
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Reading 
SUMMARI ES OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
Ther e a r c t hrt"P televl«lon pro ra:,is b .. cd I lntcrrr"l In~ re,1'.lln· "'at crials In 
s c ience. The enphasls appears co he on the ~~ntcnl : the - •er' ; rJthcr than 
on the r t:?ading sk i llr. Ag.'.lln , c .. , L, l,•v1sion prn11r 1rn« do n->t pr,i ~ ut -hich 
read ing skll: 1s bein& tcst,d bv ,ach question ~s the ~u i de docs. Also, the 
content nuteria; cover d is ~onsidcrabl:, C10re ,•xt,•nshe th.'.ln :he suomaries 
pres en t ed in the gui de. The vo~abularv ~ords at t he he£1~ning of each unit 
are not covered i n the same order as they arP listed In the s t udy guide . 
Addi tiona l words are presented i n the te l evis ion pr ograms and some of the words 
listed in the s t udy &uide are no t cov er ed on the telev i s ion programs. 
Science I : The Heart 
This televis i on progr am covers the f ollowing content material in this order: 
the heart and the blood vessels. In Unit I on the heart the reading s kills 
covered are infe rence: interpreting diagr .'.lm; literal: supporting idea, 
main idea; and inference: appl i cation of ideas. 
In Unit II on blood vessels the r eading ski lls covered are literal: supporting 
ideas; and inference : words in context . 
There is considerably more info rmat ion pres ented on both the heart and the 
blond VP!'5Als than th~re is i n the s :udy guide. How~ver, the ques tions are the 
same. Again the i.riting fre quently runs o ff the screen. 
Science II: The Blood 
This television program covers the following content material in this order: 
the blood and the circulato ry and r e spiratory systems. 
In Unit 3 on the blood t he r ead i ng skills covered are literal: main idea; 
inference: supporting ideas and words in context; literal: supporting ideas; 
and inference: application of ideas . 
In Unit 4 on the circulatory and respiratory systems the skills covered are : 
literal: supporting ideas; and inference: application of ideas and words in 
context. 
There is a particularly good railroad skit on the circulatory system. 
Science III: The Atom 
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Reading 
lNTERPRETATIO~l OF LITERARY MTERlALS 
Th is section has three parts: 
(1 ) a surrmary of the te levision program coverinq interpretation 
of literary materials, page 23. 
(2) a glossary of literary terms you will need to know, page 26. 
(3) an index to the study guide, page 31. 
(There is no TABE analysis for this section) 
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Reading 
Intel'pretation of Literary Materials 
SUMM/\RY OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
The next part is a surrmary of the four television programs on literature. 
I t tells what is included in each program, and gives information ~hich may 
help you in getting ready to watch the program and in reviewing. 
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Reading 
Interpretation of U-er---...:r-;; '1ateria.Ls 
SUMMARY OF TELEVISIO,! PROGRAMS 
INTERPRETATION OF LITERARY MATERIALS 
There are four television programs concerned vith the interpretation 
of literary materials. It is necessary that these programs be studied 
in advance in the Reading Guide. There is a great deal of material 
covered in each program. Although the television programs follow the 
outline of the gui de, the explanations are 110re complete on television 
than in the guide. 
LITERATURE I: PROSE--STYLE AND TONE 
The television program covers two literary techniques: style and tone. 
The types of styles defined and examples given are: formal, informal 
or narrative, colloquial , cliche-filled , flowery, terse and aphoristic. 
The types of tone defined and examples given are: optimistic, pessimistic, 
tragic, comic or humorous, satirical, suspenseful, ironic, philosophical 
and nostalgic. 
As you can see, a great deal of infot"l!liltion is cover ed in this program. 
It would be necessary to have the guide to review the material both before 
and after the progr~m in order to retain a lc.novledge of the terms. 
LITERATURE II: PROSE--FIGURATIVE u.NGUAGE 
The television program covers three examples of figurative language 
as they are used in prose : simil e, metaphor a.nd personification. 
Definiti ons and examples of each are given. 
At the end of the program reference is aade to "criterion tests". 
However, what they are and where they are located is not clearly 
stated . 
The Guide contains a section on Prose-Reading Comprehension which is 
not covered on the television program. Bovever, the ex-ples from 
this section are presented on the television progr11111. 
The television program constantly reinforces the need for knowing 
this infonaation which is very good. 
LITERATURE III : POETRY--FIGURES OF SPEECH 
The television program covers figures of speech and devices of 
sound and repetition as ~hey relate to poetry. ?be figures of speech 
discussed are : hyperbole, rhetorical question and aposttopbe. The 
devices discuaaed are: onomatopoeia, alliteration and parallelisa. 
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As you can see from above, the topics discussed in this sect i on arc 
difficult--both in the terms themselvPs and in the practice exercises 
given . A grtat deal of adv.:l.- ce practice in necessary before viewing 
tr<s tape . Although Reading Comprehension is ~overed in the Guide, 
it is not covered on the television pro~ram. 
There is a long introduct ion on this program before they actually 
get into the discussion of the topics listed above. 
LITERATURE IV: POETRY A~1) DRAMA 
This television program covers figures of speech, the sonnet and rhythm and 
aeter. The rhythm and meter section introduces ten terms which are both 
difficult to pronounce and to understand . The television progr am follows the 
study guide closely. 
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GLOSSARY 
The Lit~r::~re Glossory on the next four µa9es lists, ~~ 3i:-d:e:ical 
order, ti'.-:- l::o::- ~:•.re ter.-.:: /OJ should lr,'.l..,r. The nu•ober aL:'!r :re wcrd 1s 
the pa'.je r., .~:::- • wrich that word appcarc; in the study g~:::£:. -:-,e 1e;'r,i:ions 
for each ~~rd fr~ gi1e• ir the right cnlu~r. To test yo~rs~· • ~1 :"e 















fonnal style (129) 
Readi11;1 
GLOSSARY 
DEFIN ITI ON 
an extended metaphor in which all the 
elements of the story are symboli c or 
representative of other things; a narrative 
where abstractions (virtue , fear, live) are 
made concrete (Mr. Virtue , ) for conmunicati ng 
a moral. Pilgrim's Progress. 
using words that repeat particular sounds 
over and over , usually at the beginning of 
the words 
a tyoe of ooetic f eet in which there are 
three syllables, the first two unstressed, 
and the third stressed 
a tyoe of prose using short concise state-
ments concerning a phi losophy or pri nciple. 
Examol e : Make love, not war. 
a device used in poetry in whi ch the ooet 
wil l address the subject of his ooem directly 
a tyne of arose using trite , worn-out 
exoressions. Example: right as rain, I'm 
sitting on too of the world. 
a tyoe of orose using dialects found in 
covers~ ti onal English of oarticular region~ 
a tyoe of orose in which the tone is light 
and amusing 
a tyoe of ooe:ic feet in which there are 
three syl l ~bles, the f i r st stressed and the 
next two unstressed. E.x amole: TEN der-ly 
a line containing two ooe t ic feet 
a brief r-.:ral tale , in verse or orose, not 
histor: ~al, ~ften derived from folklore, 
fre,,uent l. .~ ild- like quality, characters 
or anie~i s who soeak or act l ike humans. 
Examole: !esoo' s Fab les. 
the a~tnor .-rites in elaborate detail and 
makes a~ile use of the various f igures of 
speech 
the author exoresses his thoughts by using 
language lofflich is parti cularly dignified, 
















~er u poe~ de1 1 ~era t e·y Jses P)c ·era-
t i on to eicP•,as i :e sor.ie·, • ng er t "'ale a 
nart icul ar1; strong point 
a tyoe of ~ t ir- foot in ., ,ich there are 
two syllablPS, the f irst uns tressed ar,d the 
second stressed Exampl e a-LOtJG 
a tyne of tone used in l i t erary work i n 
which the outcome is different from what 
you exoected it to be. Irony may be humorous, 
or it may be grim. The point to remem,er 
is that irony relies on the unexpected 
ending for i ts effect . 
a figure of soeech in which the author 
makes a comparison between two objec ts but 
does not use the words "like" or "as. " 
a figure of speech in which the author uses 
a closely related idea for the i dea itse lf 
a tyoe of tone used in l iterary work in 
which the author expresses a desire to 
return to earlier , suooosedly better times 
a figure of speech in which the actual 
meaning of a word is suggested by i ts like. 
Examoles: buzz , hiss, sizzle. 
a tyoe of tone used in literary work in 
which the author tries to see the positive, 
or bri ght side of everything 
a literary form in which a statement 
aooears at first to be a contradiction, 
but does prove to be true . Examole: The 
more a man learns, the more he realizes 
how little he knows. 
a device of sound and repetition in which 
a poet repeats a whole word, or a group of 
words. The repeated words occur in lines 
with oarallel (matching) sentence 
structure . · 






phil osophi ca 1 ( 132) 
rhetorical question (150) 
rhythm and meter (164) 
satirical (131) 
simil (138) 




DEF! N ITION 
a short narrative from which a moral can 
d,awn. It may be an allegory (need not 
where each character stands for an abstr, 
that would be hard to grasp . 
a figure of soeech in which the author g 
human characteristics to objects, animal 
or ideas 
a type of tone used in literary work in 
which the author expects the wors t and s, 
only the bad side of everything 
a type of tone used in literary work in 
which the author uses the literary mediu1 
to exoress beliefs, concepts or attitude· 
another device a poet uses to achieve 
emphasis. It always asks the obvious, b1 
in this way it makes a greater impact th, 
a direct statement would. 
two characteristics of poetry that help 
achieve soecial effects. They depend on 
the patterning of accented and unaccente, 
uni ts . 
a type of tone used in iiterary work in 
whi ch the author uses sarcasm to mock or 
r idicule the subject 
a comparison betlteen two objects using ti 
works like or as. Examples: stiff as a 
board, eats like a pig. 
a poem consisting of exactly 14 lines. 
It generally begins with the statement 
of a theme or problesn and ends with a 
conclusion or sumrary statement of the 
main theme. 
a type of poetic foot in which there is 
stressed syllab1es 
the way an author expresses his thoughts 
It is the particular use and arrangement 
words which best express the author 's 
individuality and the idea and intent fn 









trfmeter ( 167) 
trochaic (166 ) 
DEFINITION 
a type of tone used in l iterary work in which 
the author creates a mood of apprehension. 
anxiety, or mystery 
s0111ething used to represent an idea or 
abstraction 
a figure of speech in which the use of a 
part represents the whole. or the use of the 
whole represents a part 
the author uses as few words as possible to 
get his fdea across 
a line of poetry containing four poetic 
feet 
the mood or emotion created in the literary 
work by the author . Some tyoes of tone are: 
optimistic. pessimistic, tragic. comi c or 
humorous. satirical, suspenseful, ironic. 
ohilosophical and nostalgic. 
the tone of a literary work in which the 
author conveys a sad feeling and tries to 
evoke pity or fear in the reader 
a line of poetry containing three Poetic fm 
a tyoe of poetic foot in which there ar'€ twrJ 
syllables. the first stressed and the second 
unstressed 
Readir.f 
Interpretation o." L:.~~ .'-!aterial.s 
I tIDEX TO THE STUDY GU I DE 
This part lists the specific skil is needed for this section. The skills 
are listed in the left column, not in alphabetical order but in the order in 
which they appear in the study guide. 
The Program column under "STUDY GUl '.l E" shows the number of the televisi on 
program {and the program in the study gu ide ) which covers that skill. 
The "Explanation" column under "STUDY GUIDE" shows the page number 
fn the study guide which explains that skill. 
The "Exercises" column under "STUDY GUIDE" shows the page number in the 
study guide which has exercises on that skill. The numbers in parentheses 
are t he exercise numbers which should be done on that page . 
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Readin{J 
Interpretation of L:.ter~:1 l{:::-Af1"'AU1 
INDEX TO THE STUDY SuIDE 
SPECIFIC SKILL 
S T U D Y G U I D E 








in formal and narrative 
terse 
tone 
comic or humorous 
ironi c 
nos ta 1 gic 
opt imi stic 
pess imi sti c 
ph i losoph ical 
sati ri cal 
suspen!:eful 
tragi c . 
figurative l anguage 2 




reading comprehens ion 






























134 ( l , 3) 
135 (1), 136 (3,5) 
134 (1) 
134 (3), 136 (5) 
136 (3) 
135 ( l) 
134 (2,4) 





135 ( 2) 
140 (1-6), 145 (l-3 ) , 
146 (4-6) 
148 (l-5) 
141 i415,6), 146 (2) 
140 3 , 145 (2), 
146 ( 5) 
140 (1 , 2). 145 (2). 
146 ( l) 
143 ( 1-4) , 144 ( 5-8) 
137 (1-3) 
137 (1-3) 
S T U D Y G U I D E 
~fl.C SKILL PROGRAM, EXPLANATJ ON, EXERC ISES 
I:!. POETRY 3 
f!1ures of speech 3 149-150 154 (1-3) , 155 (4-5), 
158 (1 -3), 159 (4-6 
apostrophe 3 150 154 (1 l . 1 58 ( 1 i 
hyperbole 3 149 154 (2 , 158 (3) 
personification 3 159 (5 ,6) 
rhetori cal question 3 150 154 (1) , 159 (4) 
s 1m1l e 3 150 155 ( 4, 5) , 158 ( 2) 
1P.,,1ce of sound 3 150-152 156 (1 -3), 160 (l-3) 
all iteration 3 151 156 (2 ,3) 
onomatopoeia 3 151 156 (2 ,3;, 160 (3) 
para 11 el i sm 3 151 156 ( 1-3 , 160 ( 1 ) 
rhyme 3 156 (1 -3), 160 (l-3) 
reading comprehension 3 157 ( l , 2) , 161 (1,2) , 
162 (3 ,4) 
add itional figu res of speech 4 164,165, 
172,173 
synecodoche 4 164,165 172 (2), 173 (4) 
metonymy 4 165 172 (1). 173 (3) 
sonnet 4 165,166 
rhythm and meter 4 166-168 
iarrbic 4 166 170 (1). 171 (3 ,5 ) 
anapestic 4 166 170 ~~ l : 171 (1) trochaic 4 166 170 171 (2) 
dactylic 4 167 171 (4) 
spondaic 4 167 
dimeter 4 167 170 ( 3) , 1 71 ( 2, 3) 
tetrameter 4 167 170 (1,2), 171 (1) 
pentameter 4 167 
hexameter 4 167 171 (4) 
IV . DRAMA 
figurative language 
s imi 1 e 4 175 f;l personi fi cation 4 179 




TO THE STUDENT : This is an evaluation of the Reading Learning Skills 
Packet. We need your help 1n improving the packet. Will you please 
answer the questions below, and return this sheet to your teacher. 
Thank you for your help. 
Reading Comprehension 
1. Did you use the analysis of the TABE test? YES NO __ _ 
2. I f you did use the analysis of the TABE test, 
did it help you find out t he s ki lls you needed 
to work on? YES NO 
3. Di d you use the summaries of t he t elevision 
programs? YES NO 
4 . I f you did use the summaries o f the tel evis i on 
programs, did they help you unde r stand t he 
programs better? YES NO 
5 . Did you use t he index to t he s tudy guide? YES NO 
6 . If you did use the index t o t he s tudy gu i de, 
did it help you f ind what you we re l ooking 
for in the study gu ide? YES NO 
7 . Did you us e the g l o s s ary of reading 
comprehens i on t er ms ? YES NO __ _ 
8 . If you did use the glossary , d i d it help you 
learn the terms you needed to know? YES NO 
Interpretat ion o f Reading Materials in Social Studies 
9. Did you use t he summarie s o f the television 
programs on s ocial studies? YES __ NO 
10. If you did use the summaries , did they help 
you understand the pro grams? YES NO __ 
11. Did you use the glossary o f social studies 
terms? YES --- NO __ 
12. If you did use the glossary, did it help you 
learn the terms? YES --- NO __ 
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Interpretation of Li t erary Materials 
13. Did you use the swnmaries of tbe television 
programs on literature? 
14. If you did use tbe summaries , did yo u find 
them helpful? 
15 . Did you use tbe i ndex to the study guide? 
16. If you did use the index, did it help you 
find what you needed in the study guide? 
17 . Did you use the g l ossary of li terary terms? 
18 . If you did use tbe g l ossary, did it help 













19 . What problems did you have in using or understanding this pac ket? 
20. How do you think tbe packet should be changed? 
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